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MINT was born.
Our goal is to produce a feature magazine that
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a Geneseo perspective. To publish articles that inspire
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A voice and channel for reflection.
In plain English, it means you and me and anything and everything under the sun.
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like the name and we like how it sounds.
Read. Agree or disagree. Love or hate. Rant or
rave. Accept or reject. Respond.
Fiona Lee
Bryan Pedersen

Send your letters to the Editors to:
mint@geneseo.edu
MiNT Magazine is funded ~y
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SHORTLIST
Where You Should Have Been, What You Should Not Miss
February to August 2003
By Ang Murphy

February 15, 2003 marked the largest turn-out in world
history to protest an almost imminent war. Several
Geneseo students made their way down to New York
City to protest war with Iraq. Police reports stated
that the number of protesters was about 100,000 while
protesters themselves stated up to 500,000 people.

On March 5, the
Holocaust in Art series
presented Jurgen Herbst,
currently a professor
at the University of
Wisconsin. Professor
Herbst spoke of his role
as a support of Hitler
in his youth and about
"Individual Conscience
and Loyalty to Country:
A Boys Life in the Hitler
Youth."

Geneseo students had a
second chance at their
junior or senior prom on
February 21. "A Knight to
Remember" was the first
annual campus wide semiformal, featuring food and
good music.

On February 22, 2003, Ronald K. Brown and
Evidence danced their way into Geneseo. It was a
great performance, tackling issues such as AIDS and
homosexuality. The performance featured seven
extraordinary dancers, one of which had performed
previously with big names like Usher and Mya.

Joan Anim-Addo was in
Geneseo on February 27,
2003. A much acclaimed
poet, she recited some of
her works and talked about
the recovery of her BlackCaribbean heritage.

The annual Orchesis Dance Concert took place on
March 1. Organized by the School ofPerfoming Arts, it
was a great performancefeaturing lots ofstyle ofdances.
4

On March 1, the
annual Square Dance
featuring the Geneseo
String Band took place.
Hey, everyone's got
a little bit of redneck
in them.
You might
as well go show it off

On February 6, Nasrine
Gross, an Afghanistan
native and women's
right activist, delivered
a speech in Alice Austin Theatre. The topic
was "Human Rights in
Afghanistan."

Photo courtesy of
Michael Teres.

The weekend of April
12 and 13 was Siblings
Weekend. Lots of
activities were planned,
including the newest
Harry Potter movie. You
know you missed your
bratty younger brother!
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Where you should be this summer
This summer in
Western New York

This summer in the
Finger Lakes
Blue Cross Ar?a"...
Linkin Park July 22

Darien Lake
Poison June 4
Dave Matthews Band June 20
Santana June 28
James Taylor June 17
Vans Warped Tour August 7
Ozzfest August 11

--

ummer in Albany:
SPAC
Santana June 22
ames Taylor July 6
John Mayer&
ting Crows August 18
MB August 27-28
Palace Theater
....-i"errv Seinfeld May 31
Pepsi Arena
Red Hofcliili Peppers & Queens of
e Stone Age May 17
pherMay 30
Dixie Chicks June 27

N,.. WI;£""~

This summer in New York

':\

Madison Square Garden
Red Hot Chili Peppers &
Queens of the Stone Age May 20
Coldplay June 13
Dixie Chicks June 20-21
Pearl Jam July 8-9
Bowery Ballroom
Silverchair May19 & 20
Hammerstein Ballroom
Blue Man Group May 19
Roseland
Powerman 5000 & Stonesour May 29
Beacon Theatre
Norah Jones June 23-25
Randall's Island
Vans Warped Tour August 9

This summer on Long Island:
Jones Beach
Poison & Skid Row June 13
Jack Johnson &
Ben Harper June18
James Taylor July 3
John Mayer &
Counting Crows August 25
Nassau Coliseum
Christina Aguilera &
Justin Timberlake August 16
Enterprise Park.
Field Day Festival June 7

For concert information, see page 6
5
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INFORMATION
All tickets are available through Ticketmaster
Darien Lake:
June 4, 7 p.m.
Poison
$30.50-$39.50

Palace Theater:
May 31,7:30 & 9 p.m.
Jerry Seinfeld
$45 .00-$75.00

Madison Square Garden:
May 20,7:30 p.m.
Red Hot Chili Peppers
$45.00

June 20, 7 p.m.
DMB
$38 .50-$56.00

Pepsi Arena:
May 17, 8 p.m.
Chili Peppers
$37.50

May 20, 8 p.m.
Coldplay
$32.50-$42.50

June 28, 7 p.m.
Santana
$21150-38.00
July 17, 7 p.m.
James Taylor
$27.50-$47.50
August 7, 12 p.m.
Vans Warped Tour
$28.50
August 11, 9 a.m.
Ozzfest
$45 .00-85.25
Blue Cross Arena:
July 22, 7 p.m.
Linkin Park
$28.00-$32.00
Saratoga Performing Arts Center:
June 22, 7:30p.m.
Santana
$22.00-$68.00
July 6, 8 p.m.
James Taylor
$25 .00-$55.00
August 18, TBA
John Mayer & Counting Crows
TBA
August 27-28, 7pm
DMB
$39.00-$56.50

May 20-21 , 8 p.m.
Dixie Chicks
$35.00-$75.00

May 30,7:30 p.m.
Cher
$48.50-$78.50

July 8-9, 7:30p.m.
Pearl Jam
$26.50-$46.50

June 27, 8 p.m.
Dixie Chicks
$35.00-$65.00

Jones Beach:
June 13, TBA
Poison & Skid Row
TBA
June 18, TBA
Jack Johnson & Ben Harper
TBA

Bowery Ballroom:
Mayl9-20, TBA
Silverchair
TBA
Hammerstein Ballroom:
May 19,8 p.m.
Blue Man Group
$32.00
Roseland:
May 29,6:15 p.m.
Powerman 5000 & Stonesour
$25.00

July 3, 8 p.m.
James Taylor
$52.50-$67.50
August 25, TBA
John Mayer & Counting Crows
TBA
Nassau Coliseum:
August 16-17, 7:30p.m.
Christina & Justin
$39.50-$75.00
Enterprise Park:
June 7, 12 p.m.
Field Day Festival
TBA
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Beacon Theatre:
June 23-25, 8 p.m.
Norah Jones
$26.50-$46.50
Randall's Island:
August 9, 12 p.m.
Vans Warped Tour
$33.00

The Walking Billboards
By Xue YunLi
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Something in The Water
By Emily Telfer

eneseo is pretty
much an all girl
campus, right? I mean look
around you. In almost all of
my classes here in Geneseo,
the girl to guy ratio is at least
, one to seven; and if I'm really
lucky, there are no guys in
my classes whatsoever. My
residence hall had one guy
suite for every three girls
suites in each section. The
ratio had to be at least one to
four. Just like all of the other
frustrated girls on campus, I
blamed my inability to find
any sort of decent guy in
Geneseo on this extreme ratio
between the two sexes.
Here's the truth: I'm wrong!
You're wrong! There are
1,914 full and part time male
students. And 3,473 full and part time female students. This
makes the ratio less than two to one. For every one guy,

G

themselves in heaven, they quickly change their tune. All
they want to do is hook up. All they seek is sex. The best
part, for them, is that they can get it whenever they want!
Now, I may sound bitter, but that is only because I am.
Many of the guys have stopped trying to find girls, because
they fall into their laps. Literally. I've heard guys comment
how great it is that they don't have to go up to girls because
the girls will come up to them. They stop caring and stop
making any effort. Now, I will grudgingly admit that if I
was a guy, I wouldn't necessarily be all too excited to begin
a long-term relationship. When you can have anything you
want, whenever you want, why settle for just one thing?
There is a buffet of girls out there, and I don't blame guys
for wanting a little Italian appetizer, an Asian entree, and a
tall blond for dessert. But guys become greedy. They want
everything all the time, and become accustomed to getting
their damn way.
Theory II: Skankification:
While Geneseo brings out the asshole tendencies in
the guys, it brings out the sluttish tendencies in the girls.
Girls, don't even try to deny it. I do it myself. When I go

There is something about Geneseo that kills the normal instinct
in guys to crave any type of serious monogamous relationship.
there are two girls. That is it!
After all of my bitching and complaining about not being
able to find a guy in due to the all over population of girls,
what was I to think? It couldn't possibly be my own fault
that I couldn't find any decent guys. Instead, I came up with
several theories on why girls have a hard time finding love
here in Geneseo.

out drinking, I skankify my wardrobe. I flash a little too
much cleavage and a little too much leg, in clothes that are
a little too tight. At the bar I go wild and end up dancing
like a prostitute on crack. All the normal things a girl does
in hopes to lure the guy, which all the girls are vying for,
in her direction, right? In my own attempt to find a guy in
Geneseo, I don't believe I've exposed my cleavage so much
in my entire life. My point is not to say that all the girls
here are sluts. Instead, that Geneseo turns girls into bitchy,
catty, and competitive girls who will do anything for a guy's
attention. As a matter of survival and sanity, we must grab
whatever we can get.

Theory I: Assholification:
There is something about Geneseo that kills the normal
instinct in guys to crave any type of serious monogamous
relationship. And it may be easy to blame the guys, but
for good reason. It's usually their fault. See, many males
enter Geneseo as somewhat normal decent human beings.
After a semester, the atmosphere tends to change this
type of personality. Once the guys realize they've landed

Theory III: Asshole Attraction:
It may not be entirely the guys' fault for turning into
assholes. After all, there has to be some sort of demand for
8
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When I go out drinking, I skankify my wardrobe. I flash a little too
much cleavage and a little too much leg, in clothes that are a little
too tight.
love to get to know you better. I think you and I would
have a wonderful long term relationship in which I will trust
you and love you for the wonderful personality that you
have" and be completely sincere. I mean mixing enormous
amounts of alcohol, raging hormones, blaring music and a
dance floor where anything goes would of course bring out
that side in guys. Right? O.K. So maybe frat parties and the
bars aren't the best places to look for love. Who would have
guessed? But honestly, where else would we go? Where else
do girls go to find any guys in Geneseo? What other options
do we really have?
There are more questions than there are answers. Perhaps
there really is something in the water, or maybe even in
the alfalfa/manure filled air. The frustration increases
by the week, by the month, even by the semester as the
same patterns repeats itself. And relationships do exist in
Geneseo, no matter how much I try to deny it. I see enough
kissing and handholding, and hear enough "I love you," "No
I love you"'s to remind me of this bleak fact. So how do I

cope with the situation? Why do girls find it so difficult to
find love? It doesn't really matter. While the ratio may be
smaller than it seems, it is still two
guys for every girl. There is a slight
disadvantage for the girls, so this gives
~!.
some an excuse. So, I'll continue
r
cursing Geneseo, and salivate at the
I~
thought of the real world, where guys
will come up to you and will make
I, I
a concerted effort at pretending like
they care. Guys on the other hand,
have absolutely no excuse. If you
can't find yourself a girl, you're not
trying hard enough. Look around you.
This type of atmosphere will never
happen again, so take advantage of it
while you can! And if you still can't
find a girl, then there's something
horribly wrong with you. Horribly
wrong.

~
...

h\

.\ -14."
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Bush's Blunders
By Ang Murphy

George W. Bus~. What does his name bring to hope so, since NASA stands for the National Aeronautical
mind? It should be respect, dignity, freedom. Instead, it's and Space Administration. "If we don't succeed, we run
"strategery" and "Hispanically." The man who calls the the risk of failure" is another blantantly Bush remark. I'm
shots and runs the show, playing Captain Obvious in press assuming that failure can only result if success is not possible,
conferences by saying comments like "It's
but, I could be wrong. I don't even know how
clearly a budget; it's got a lot of numbers in it."
to characterize Bush's response to the tragedy
This is our president, a man who makes up his
of September 11th. "There's one terrible pilot"own countries and boundaries when it comes to
Bush's reaction when the first plane hit the
geography.
World Trade Center. Apparently, the thought of
It's come to the point where I can't
terrorists attacking America never crossed his
stand to watch him on television. I don't know
mind.
if it's the accent or just his incompetence, but
One would think that the President
would know his geography. I guess this doesn't
I shut off the tv as soon as a "Special Report"
bulletin comes on. I tried to watch , just to
apply to Bush. The reason why is unclear see what our brilliant president would have to
maybe because his father was a former president,
say about the looming war with Iraq. In that
but who really knows for sure? I mean, anyone
viewing, I almost broke my record for the most
who has looked at a map recently, or not so
time spent watching Bush without throwing
recently, knows that Mexico is not part of South
something at the screen or yelling an obscenity.
America. But, oh no, not Bush. He wishes he
But, like always, I ended up shutting off the tv,
could go to South America but says that "there
left in a bad mood, with nothing to throw at the
is a complicating factor there" what with "the
television.
Mexican Presidential election taking place."
Here he is, the guy who's supposed to
And I bet any of us could name the continents
assure us that everything's all right and he's
without any problem. The President, on the
saying "First of all, I knew our troops were
other hand, might have some difficulty with
gMd because I've been reading reports on how good they
that. During the debates before the election,
are." Whew! I feel much better about war now. How does a he said "Nigeria is a fledgling democracy" and that "we have
guy like this get voted into office?
to work with Nigeria" because it's "an important continent."
I just hope the rest of the world doesn't see, or hear, I might have a little more trouble naming the continents if
the things Bush does and says on a regular basis. How all African countries were considered continents. And in
embarrassing. Our president-the guy who choked on a pretzel. an exchange between singer Charlotte Church and Bush,
he asked her "What state is
The guy who wanted to rename
French Fries to Freedom Fries.
"O
Wales in?" Apparently he
ne WOrd SUmS Up probably the
did not realize that Wales is
Hey, I know we're mad at the
French, but isn't this taking it responsibility of any Governor, and that one a separate country.
word is to be prepared."
Then, of course, there's
just a little too far?
Our first clues not to
the ever-popular interview
elect Bush came way before the
between
political
debates, conventions and caucases. It all started during his correspondent Andy Hiller and Bush, in which Bush could
term as Governor of Texas. As Governor of Texas, Bush was only name one of four leaders in foreign hot-spots. He did not
quoted saying "One word sums up probably the responsibility know the leaders oflndia, Chechnya, or Pakistan, although he
of any Governor, and that one word is to be prepared." Who did come close by naming the leader of Pakistan as General.
counts three words?
And this is our President. At least he's a constant form
Bush may be President of the United States by day, of entertainment for one and all, the butt of many political
but I'm convinced that he's Captain Obvious by night. That's jokes as well as a debate issue. I'd like to leave you with a
right, the man who states what you and I already know to piece of advice from good old Bush: "If you see someone you
make himself seem smarter. For example, ten years ago, don't know getting into a cropduster that doesn't belong to
Bush said, "For NASA, space is still a high priority." I would you, report them." Good night, and God bless.
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Before September 11
ByEda Uca
Before September 11, 2001, there was very little
public interest in what it meant to be a Muslim. Despite the
approximately six million Muslims living in America, Islam
itself was too strange, too different and most importantly, too
distant to be approached.
However, as the Twin Towers crashed downward
in a terrifying blow, so did our public separation from many
foreign concepts, one of which was Islam. The people wanted
to know, among other things; Who are these people? What do
they believe? Which creed called for our destruction?
To the credit of many, there has been a serious effort
to be educated but the American tradition of water-ski learning
continued. Water-ski learning occurs when one quickly skims
the surface of an issue carefully clutching onto the familiar for
fear of falling in too deep.
So, the American public received its education.
Major media exposure was given to the topic in 40-minute
specials. Respected religious leaders professed a separatebut-equal respect for the Muslim community.
Our political leadership tripped over carefully
formulated nuggets of reassurance yes, we acknowledge
Islam as basically good. No, we didn't actually mean crusade.
When we got back to shore, our cultural consciousness had
expanded to include an array of new ideas.
Everyone had read an expose on the veil. Middleaged cow girls wept over the treatment of their Afghani sisters.
We got the feeling that Israel might have something to do with
it. The panic subsided and the interest in Islam sank to the
level of a B-grade celebrity with no reality show potential.
Our expanded consciousness came with a new
vocabulary including jihad , ramadan and Taliban . Some
familiar words took on new connotations. Two of these are
moderate and fundamental . The Moderate Muslim, as we
understood her, was our friend. She was educated, modernized,
if not Westernized, and patient with our ignorance. She may

existed. The anti-modem, anti-American, anti-Christ became
our poster boy for the axis of evil . However, there is a dire
problem with this interpretation of Muslims.
To say that the moderate is benign and that the
fundamentalist is dangerous is to imply that something is
inherently dangerous about Islam itself. The Oxford English
Dictionary defines fundamental as the basis or foundation of a
subject.
Is the basis oflslam an evil one? No.
My grandmother is a fundamentalist Muslim. She
prays five times a day. Neither pork, nor oysters, nor wine have
ever passed through her lips. She knows no division between
the sacred and the profane. For her, Allah is everywhere. She
asked Allah why September 11, too.
It is unfair to expect the American public to have
launched a comprehensive religious studies initiative while
still mourning the aftermath of one of the darkest moments
in American history. Nonetheless, to scapegoat Islam for the
tragedy plays into the hands of those who caused it. American
anti-Muslim sentiment (of any kind) is more effective P.R. for
the Taliban than any video tape. To equate the Taliban attack of
America on September 11 to fundamentalist Muslim behavior

Is the basis of Islam an evil one?

No.

is similar to labeling the lynchings by the Ku Klux Klan the
acts of a conservative Christian organization. Clearly, neither
group can act as a fair example of their respective religions
simply because they fundamentally violate them.

Everyone had read an expose on the
veil. Middle-aged cow girls wept
over the treatment of thetr Afghani
sisters.
not have loved all that is American but she felt that terrorism
was the far worse evil. Although she donned the hijab, she
would not strap on a bomb. She was no threat and we were
glad to know her.
By contrast, the Fundamentalist Muslim frightened
us. He was angry, hateful, fanatic and armed. He lived to
die in the name of Allah and hated us before we knew that he
11
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Race Matters
By Emily Telfer

An all too common misconception made in society
today is that race does not matter. People tend to believe that
with the supposed end of the Civil Rights Movement, and
creation of laws making racism and discrimination illegal,
the importance of race has ceased to exist. This assumption
tends to be held by the white majority, as it is hard to
believe that any minority (non-white) with even limited
political, economic, and social
understanding of society and
culture today would honestly
believe this as well. Most, if
not all, minorities will find
it is still difficult to distance
one's self from one's race.
This occurs most often when
they have distinct features that
are distinguishable from white
features. Almond eyes. Wide
noses. Noticeably dark skin.
Race
has
indeed
become a part of every day
life, whether students acknowledge it or not. Geneseo's
changing requirements for the Core reflect this idea, as it
now includes a "non-traditional" class and can also be seen
in the broadening of the availability of classes based on nonwhite cultures. Numerous classes are centered on different
races and ethnicities in an attempt to bring culture and
diversity to the homogeneous campus. However, students
and teachers alike find discussing race in class is at times a
delicate and tricky situation.
Teachers find it difficult to discuss race in the
classroom for numerous reasons. There is a tendency by
many minorities to take discussions about race personally;
this is in tum complicated by the propensity of the
minority to be, if not the only one, one of a small handful
of non-whites in the class. Professor James Bearden of the
sociology department finds that with the varying opinions

demystifying racial stereotypes, makes minority students
feel uncomfortable.
While some minontles, depending on their
personality and comfort level within the classroom, are more
apt to talk than their white counterparts, many minorities
stay silent. One student, who prefers to stay anonymous,
feels that he speaks up less in class when he is surrounded
by whites, than if he were in a class that had more minorities.
He feels that other students will notice him more if he does
speak up, since he is a minority.
Listening to other students, I have found that some
minorities do not want to be looked at as "the" voice of
minority opinion. Usually being the only non-white student
in the class, he or she does not feel comfortable having
to speak up and represent the entire minority population.
Some even feel that speaking up
will not lead the class discussion
anywhere, perhaps knowing that
the atmosphere of the classroom
tends to lean towards a different
viewpoint than that of the minority.
While this is both respectable and
understandable, it also furthers the
inability of the teacher to generate
valuable class discussions on race.
The pattern of white
students being silent about race
also occurs. A white belief that
tends to stand out is that race
and racism don't include whites.
Instead, white is considered the norm, and minorities
become a "them." This allows non-minorities to disengage
from discussions about, or feel ambivalent to, the plights of
minorities. Instead, they feel the issues of race do not apply
to them.
Another reason that keeps white students from
speaking up in class about racism is a genuine fear. Not a

There is a tendency by many minorities to take discussions
about race personally
fear of the minority, but rather a fear of offending and being
labeled a racist. Many in the student population come from
sheltered lives and to see more than a dozen minorities at
once is strange and unfamiliar. These people have a genuine

and personalities of minorities, it is difficult to gauge not
only what is acceptable or comfortable to discuss, but
what is offensive as well. He has had various instances
where bringing up race, despite positive objectives such as
12
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misunderstanding about race and racism due to their
upbringing. Fear of the unknown can silence these students.
Those who are aware of the racism that exists in society
may be unsure of what is acceptable and unacceptable to
discuss. This prevents students with good intentions from

when we call attention to its presence.
While many know the minority population is small,
the true numbers are not only startling, but also disturbing.
There are 278 (5.3 percent) who say they are Asian. Those
who claim to be Hispanic make up 2.7 percent of the student

Another reason that keeps white students from speaking up in
class about racism is a genuine fear. Not ~ fear of the minority, but
rather a fear of offending and being labeled a racist.
participating in discussions of race.
English Professor Caroline Woidat notes the ability
of the minority to change the entire dynamic of the classroom
by expressing his or her opinion, breaking up the silence that
sometimes follows a question about race. It often eases the
fear of other students who may not know what is acceptable
to discuss, and what is considered off limits.
The pattern seen by professors shows that minorities that are
not silent are usually the more, if not the most, outspoken
students in the classroom. For example, one Chinese student
is normally quite outspoken in her classes. She
feels that being a minority in her class pushed
her to prove herself: "Perhaps this has to
do with trying to demonstrate that I may be
Chinese, but I am definitely not inadequate
or a follower. It's weird, but I always get the
feeling that in every new classroom I enter, I
am given this challenge. A challenge to be a
somebody in the class, a challenge to prove
that I can speak ... English."
Outspoken students are usually
comfortable with his or her minority status
on campus as well as the atmosphere of the
classroom itself. Minorities and non-minorities
alike have a tendency to be more comfortable with what is
most familiar. The comfort level is associated with the
racial construction of the community the student was raised
in. Those unaccustomed to the Caucasian dominated life in
Geneseo often have the most difficult adjustment.
As a minority in Geneseo, it is hard not to notice
the homogeneous sea of white faces. And as much as
minorities are aware of this difference, so too are whites.
In a society where race is subconsciously and consciously
emphasized, people cannot help but see in terms of race.
How many assume that all African American males listen
to rap? How many assume that all Asian Americans do well
in math? How many automatically call Hispanics, Mexican
and Asians, Chinese? Stereotypes are difficult to escape,
despite people's good intentions. Professor Bearden notes
that racial stereotypes and misconceptions become almost
like the air we breathe. It is invisible and only on our minds

population; this comes out to equal 141 students. The
most surprising percentage of minorities was the African
Americans. There are merely 102 (1.9 percent) African
American students on campus. Also included in the minority
population are 11 American Indians and 79 Non-Resident
Aliens. This makes the Caucasians an obvious majority of
88.4 percent.
Despite the small number of minorities on this
campus, finding a single voice that represents the beliefs of
the entire minority population is difficult, if not impossible.
The term minority encompasses many races
and ethnicities. It is dangerous to group all of
these races into one category because each race
has different experiences. For example, it has
been found that African Americans have a more
difficult time than Asian Americans when it
comes to adjusting to the homogeneous setting
that Geneseo offers. This is certainly affected by
the sheer lack of numbers, as well as the more
obvious clash of urban and suburban cultures.
Caucasians may be unaware of this and instead
believe that all minorities think and feel alike.
These factors make it difficult to
generalize about race and racial experience.
Personalities vary from person to person. Some are
comfortable with the atmosphere and have no trouble
adapting and fitting into the Geneseo campus. Others
feel the exact opposite and find the daunting numbers of
Caucasians overwhelming.
In today's society, race and its effects are confounded
by other variables such as class and gender. Moreover,
minorities in the United States face an added difficulty, as
it has been found that the American emphasis on race is
exceptional. At times, race is used, whether rightfully so
or not, as a predictor for the fufure of the minority. This
is especially the case with African American urban males.
No other modernized country has the stratified, stereotyped
view of race, to the extent that the United States has.
So, maybe you too have noticed the,segregation, or
Continued on page 25
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Subway Stories
By Esther Chai
Contributions by Xue Yun Li and Marissa Krashefski

There is something about the subway that brings out
the oddities in people
Once an eighteen-year-old obtains
a ticket to freedom, the words "public
transportation" holds no value. With
a car, the teenager has found a means
of getting from point A to point Bwithout the hassle of parental
supervision. Some might not
understand why someone
would make use of public
transportation verses driving
a car, but many commuters
in large cities find it more
convenient to ride the bus or
subway to work.
Though buses and cabs
are also readily available in
many areas, subways around
the country, and also around
the world, have served its
respective community in a
number of different ways.
New York is infamous for its
allegedly incomprehensible,
dangerous subway. It is seen
as noisy and confusing, with
temperature control almost
impossible.
However, the subway
is statistically safer than
walking the streets in daylight, making
it the fastest, most reliable way around
town. In New England, the best way of
getting around the Boston-Cambridge
area is catching the T, the oldest subway
in the country.
The Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)
subway system conveniently links
San Francisco with the East Bay.
Washington's modem, efficient Metrorail
subway provides services throughout the
city and its neighboring communities.
The
Southeastern
Pennsylvania
Transportation
System
(SEPTA)
provides complete transportation service

in the city and suburbs, both on rail and
bus systems. Denver's five mile (8km)
long RTD light rail line runs every five
minutes during peak periods.
Subway systems are used frequently

in other countries as well. England has
an impressive rail network that includes
a couple of lines through the sparsely
populated country. Local transport
includes the cheap and efficient Metro
and RER underground networks in Paris
(there are also metro lines in other cities),
trams, buses, telepheriques in the French
Alps, and river shuttles.
In Japan, the trains are fast, frequent,
clean and comfortable. Services range
from small local lines to the shinkansen
super-expresses, or 'bullet trains', which
have come to represent modem Japan.
Shinkansen trains reach speeds of up
to 270km/h (167mi/h), are spookily
14

efficient.
Subways are not only a m7ans of
transportation, but are also considered
an easy target for different types of
attacks. Back in 1995, gas attacks took
place during rush hour Tokyo
subways.
Deadly gas was released
inside trains, causing 12
people to die and sickening
5,500.
Air
samples
determined that the gas was
sarin, a highly toxic and
volatile form of nerve gas
developed by Nazi scientists
in Germany in the 1930's.
Sarin is said to be 500
times more toxic than cyanide
gas, which is used to execute
people in gas chambers in
American penitentiaries. The
police said that the gas came
from packages made to look
like lunch boxes or bottled
drinks. They had been left in
the subway cars and stations.
The packages then leaked
a thick liquid on the floor,
causing the people in the cars
to feel dizzy and lose their eyesight.
Also, approximately two months ago,
a man ignited a blaze in a subway car
with a flaming milk carton in Daegu,
South Korea, injuring 140 people and
killing at least 31. Trapped inside the
train, many phoned their loved ones and
shared their last words. Officials at the
emergency room of the fire department
heard coughs and screams on the subway
cars as people were engulfed by smoke
and flames.
Though these tragedies are enough
to make one wonder about the safety
of subways, incidents such as the ones
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mentioned above rarely occur. While
regular subway riders could testifY to
never having dealt with tragedies, many
idiosyncratic incidents have left people
wondering about the oddity that subways
bring out in people. The following
are some anecdotes of incidents that
happened on subway systems.

my collar again and yanked me onto the
platform, just as the doors were closing.
I hit my head on the bars behind us.
The moral: Be leader, not a
follower.

TOO MUCH SKIN

At the age of six, I was traveling
alongside my mom and sister on a
subway in Japan. An unkempt middleaged man sporting a brown coat entered
the train car we were in. He made his
way around and received change from
the passengers.
My mom, who happened to be
searching for something in her purse the
moment he passed, looked up to discover
that he had stopped in front of her. He
stood there, staring. Uncertain of what
else to do, she frantically handed him
two coins. Then, strangely, he began
following us. My mom took us by the
hands and we weaved in and out of
subway cars, trying to lose him. I can't
imagine how my mom must have been
feeling.
After exiting and entering a
number of subways, in addition to the
stops we made going uptown, downtown
and crosstown, she managed to sneak
into a seat next to a rather large man. The
homeless man, who had followed us the
whole time, finally decided to give up
and leave. We sighed a breath of relief.

I was taking the M train home
from work. There were only a few people
in the train car. Exhausted, I fell asleep.
An unpleasant smell interrupted my nap,
and I woke up to find a homeless man
sitting with his back turned towards me.
His pants were half on and he wasn't
wearing any underwear, so all I could see
was his butt-crack. It was right next to
my face. Needless to say, I moved to the
next train car.

TWO SECOND TRAIN STOPS
In Paris, they have their famous
subway, the Metropolitan. My aunt
and uncle warned me that the subway
waited for no one. When I first saw
it, the doors opened for five seconds, a
loud high-pitched buzz went off, and the
doors slammed shut. Inside the cars, a
warning was posted that the doors shut
tight and fast, and to be careful no one
gets pinched in them.
My mom and I had wandered
down the platform away from where the
rest of the family was standing. We were
talking and didn't hear the car approach
until it came into view. Most of the cars
were packed.
My uncle ran down the platform
to find a car with space. When he found
one, he jumped on quickly. We couldn't
find one where we were standing, and
time was running out! So, my mom
grabbed my collar and swiftly pushed me
into the crowded section of the car we
were in front of.
However, my uncle changed
his mind and suddenly jumped offi My
mom and I didn't see this until the buzzer
had sounded. Surprised, she grabbed

HOMELESS STALKER

STARING CONTEST
On the Paris subway, I watched a
middle-aged woman sit deep in thought.
Her eyes seemed to have a glazed-over
look as she eyed a red-haired woman
sitting diagonally across from her. The
woman stared at the red-haired lady, and
the red-haired lady stared right back.
For most of the train ride, the
middle-aged woman's gaze never left
her face. The red haired woman frowned,
indicating her discomfort of being stared
at for so long. As the train slowly came
to a stop, she got up and slapped her
"admirer" on the face before leaving.
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FINDERS KEEPERS
The Metrocard, a subway pass
in New York City, is a convenient way
for passengers to ride the subway. For
those who frequent the subway, it is more
cost efficient to purchase the unlimited
monthly pass for $63 , since each ride
costs $1.50.
I had just climbed on the F
train when a young blond woman
stood talking to a short elderly Chinese
woman. It turns out that the when the
blond woman dropped her Metrocard,
the elderly woman picked it up, looked at
her, then slipped it into her coat pocket.
The blond woman had been
chasing her through four different trains
prior to this one. When she demanded
that her card be given back, the Chinese
woman shouted at the devastated young
woman in Chinese and then ignored her.

WHO WEARS SHORT SHORTS?
During the summer, I was on the
A train going to my friend's house in Far
Rockaway, Queens. Since she lives at
the last stop, most of the passengers had
already been dropped off, leaving the train
car almost empty. At one stop, however,
a man got on and sat across from me. He
sat down and spread his legs wide apart.
His shorts were extremely short and thin,
and something was hanging out. I didn 't
realize this immediately, since I was
trying to take a nap. But when I opened
my eyes, I was shocked. I'm not sure
whether he did it on purpose, though I
wouldn't be surprised if he did. What a
sight to wake up to!

As you can see, though subway
systems around the world serve its
purpose in transporting people to and
fro, there is an underlying theme that
unifies all of these systems together. It
does not matter where you are, subways
are always a magnet for odd behavior.
So perhaps next time, if you have the
chance to travel by train or subway,
brace yourself for an adventure because
you never know what strange things
await you.
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Putting the War
into
Perspective
I

By Fiona Lee

When President George Bush announced that the
United States was going to war with Iraq, I joined the world
and sat glued to the television set. From that day onwards,
my television-watching habits changed; I gave up my silly
sitcoms for news programs, absorbing every fact of the war
that journalists in the Middle East could lay their hands
on. I became a frequent visitor of Internet news sites and
religiously checked for update, as if my life depended on it.
The first page I turned to in the newspaper every morning
was no longer the cartoon page, but the International News
section.
This exercise lasted for about a week. The more I
read, heard and saw, the more confused I became. I was one
of the confused and undecided people who didn't quite fit
into the pro-war camp, but couldn't stand under the banner
of the anti-war group either. Once the war began, I thought
that my perspective of the situation would become clearer,
would be better enlightened. However, I remained just as
confused as I was months ago, on a morning that I thought
was the culmination of my confusion on the issue of war.
It was a Saturday morning in February, about seven
a.m. or so. Like most of Geneseo, I was hiding under my
covers, away from the frigid weather, recovering from a
Friday night of doing nothing and not wanting to wake up
until the morning's gone. I was dreaming of warm weather,
sandy beaches and fruity ...
The phone rang.

... cocktails immediately flew out the window, driven out
by a jarring shrill, inviting irritation and invoking a mean
spiritedness characteristic in people jolted from a blissful
slumber.
It was my mother on the phone. For a split second, I
panicked and thought that an emergency at home must have
been the reason for this untimely phone call. The paranoia
drove out all irritation and suppressed a snappy "What were
you thinking calling me at this hour?" I prepared myself for
bad news.
"So," my mother began, matter-of-factly, "Is Bush really
going to war?"
My mother making expensive international telephone
calls just to ask me if President Bush really is going to war.
My mother, the woman who usually spends our 30-minute
conversations asking me very-important-questions like "Are
you eating well? Are you studying hard enough? You're not
still dating that guy, are you?"
My mother, the woman who .spends every 60 cents per
minute on the phone telling me oh-so-pertinent information
like Cousin So-and-So is finally getting married and oh by
the way, Aunt Such-and Such asked if you are seeing anyone
special. My mother, calling me at the ungodly hour of seven
a.m., to discuss international politics.
It was that fine Saturday February morning when I knew
Continued on page 20
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Different Perspectives on War
Since the attack_on September 11, the Bush administration has declared a war on terrorism, coined the term
"axis of evil," accused Iraq of violating numerous international conventions, and proclaimed the country a
serious threat to the international community. Through a great deal of diplomacy, the U.S. was able to win the

BEFORE MILITARY ACTION
TURKEY
Turkey, which is strategically crucial to opening a northern front in a war with Iraq, was
split over the issue with the people strongly against, the military for, and the parliament tom
between the two. Although the country's economy is suffering and the U.S. offered billions of
dollars in aid as an incentive, the Turkish people were unwilling to participate in another Gulf
War. They remembered the economic hardships of 1991. They were also wary of a possible
Kurdish inde endence movement

UNITED KINGDOM
Great Britain was the U.S.' strongest supporter.
Unfortunately, England's Prime Minister was as
unsuccessful as President Bush in winning allies. Tony Blair
attempted to find refuge from the public's criticism on moral
high ground, but only landed himself in deeper waters. By
arguing that Hussein was a threat to the world and his own
people, he argued for regime change instead of disarmament.
And although many would agree that Hussein is an evil
man responsible for numerous atrocities, the U.N. could not
sanction regime change.

UNITED STATES
U.S. wanted war. Saddam Hussein had months to cooperate
with U.N. inspectors, but chose to drag his feet instead. As
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld stated "Every single
thing that he does, that anyone could cite is co-operative
was after some long period of denying, of refusal to do it,
and ultimately a willingness to do part of it"(BBC News).
The war hawks were losing their patience. They saw U.N.
resolutions as redundant and ineffective. But, Americans
wanted U.N. approval before any U.S. action and since there
is nothing like an unpopular war to destroy a presidency (with
the exception of a struggling economy of course) the Bush
administration needed U.N. approval.

Sou fh

Despite all the controversy, one thing
its only a matter of deciding 1

Rebellions and massacres
against Britain occurred
prior to the actual war that
led to the independence of
America.

American Revolution

1763-1789

1:

US was refused New Mexico anc
California as more slave territory
Mexico fired the first shotplanned by the US government.

War of 1812
1812-1814
Britain attempted to keep
American ships from reaching
French ports. Influenced by War
Hawks in Congress (wanted
Canada).

Mexican-American War

1846-1848
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passage of resolution 1441, requiring Iraq to cooperate with returning U.N. weapons inspectors. Dissatisfied with the
inspection results, the United States began to pressure for war. The result we know all too well. What is interesting to note
are the changes in the rhetoric and positions made by different nations before and after the U.S. took action.

RUSSIA
Russia also sided with the anti-war forces. It has a
longer history of friendly relations with Iraq than it
does with the U.S. More importantly, Russian economic
interests-especially those concerning oil trade-are tied
up in the region. So, despite the bond with the U.S. over
the terrorist issue (a relationship which helped ease
criticism ofRussian brutality in Chechnya), Russia's
interests were too closely linked with continued peace in
Iraq to support its more recent ally.
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French President Jacques Chirac and
German Chancellor Gerhard Schroder
took the same position when it came to
war with Iraq: a definite "no go." They
were unimpressed by Secretary of State
Colin L. Powell's evidence linking Iraq
withAl Qaeda, especially since French
intelligence agencies found no evidence
for such a relationship. They were also
unimpressed by the claim that Iraq
possessed weapons of mass destruction
and was thwarting inspectors by playing
a skillful game of cat and mouse. They
felt Iraq could be disarmed through
continued inspection and threat of force,
without resorting to war.
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is agreed upon: Iraq must be disarmed. Now
how this is to be accomplished.

China kept from making any hard-line statements,
choosing to quietly settle down in the anti-war
camp. That China shied away from war with Iraq
should come as no surprise with so much moral
rhetoric being thrown around. After all, its own
human rights record is less than exemplary. There
was also the issue of what a war would do to oil
prices and what that in tum would do to China's
economy. "The country's trade figures dipped
into deficit in January 2003 for the first time
since 1996, partly because of the impact of oil
purchases" (Francis Markus, BBC News).

Underconsumption (nobody was
buying) in the US led to a search for
overseas markets in Latin America
and the Pacific. It was the movement
of imperialistic expansion.

xico and
territory.
~hot-

:rnment.

Civil War
1861-1864
Southern states threatened by the
North-seceded from the Union. The
war was an attempt to reunify the nation
and its vast market and resources.

anish-American War
1898

ine-American War
1899
Aguinaldo, rebel leader of
the Philippine forces, fired on
American forces at Manila. Led
a rebellion against U.S. rule
untill901.
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AFTER MILITARY ACTION
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
The public opinion. in the U.S., despite continual protests, has shifted significantly in favor of military
action. The inevitability of war and the need to support our troops had led to a rally around the flag
effect. And off to war we went, without a U.N. resolution. Of course, this in no way undermines U.N.
authority in the world, as our Secretary of State reassures us. Nor does this in any way damage our
relations with "Old Europe" whatever the lapse into our "Liberty Cabbage" days, with the notorious
"Freedom Fries," may indicate,
GREAT BRITAIN
Britain, our good friend and ally, has also managed to overcome continued public criticism. Tony Blair's
government seemed to face certain doom, with criticism from within its party and the resignation of
prominent cabinet members. Despite dissention within the Labor Party, the government has managed
to pull through thanks to the unexpected support of the Conservatives.
CHINA
China was never comfortable with the idea of war in Iraq. The idea of regime change, especially with
the aid of outside forces, makes the Chinese government extremely nervous. So China has been careful
in its presentation of the war's progress, stepping up its censorship and steering clear of all images
and mention of cheerful Iraqi crowds. It has also stepped up its criticism of U.S. and its hypocrisy,
suggesting that the county aught to concentrate on its own human rights abuses before interfering in
the domestic affairs of other states.
FRANCE
The French, recognizing the damage done to their friendship with the US, and what that bodes for the
future, have tried to extend the olive branch. They have stepped down their opposition to US military
action in Iraq, even promising aid if the Iraqi regime resort to using biological and chemical weapons.
Germany, on the other hand, has maintained its opposition, despite granting coalition troops the use of
its bases and air space.
RUSSIA
Russia's stance has not changed. It continues to oppose U.S. action in Iraq and refuses to sever its
ties with the country. Russia continued to run its embassy in Baghdad till the last possible moment. In
addition, Russian companies have allegedly continued to sell military equipment to Iraq, even after
the coalition forces began their campaign. These allegations have met with fierce denials from Russian
officials, and have caused added tension to the already strained US-Russian relations.
TURKEY
Turkey, the country sharing its southern border with Iraq and controlling the Black sea, was crucial to
a two front attack strategy. Unfortunately, the Turkish parliament did not relent as was hoped. Instead,
Turkey has continued to deny the coalition troops access to its harbors and bases, although allowing
the use of its air space. Turkey's parliament has also voted in favor of moving Turkish troops into
Northern Iraq, despite U.S. opposition, in order to control the flood of Kurdish refugees. However, the
true motive seems to be the prevention of an independent Kurdish state

Wilson at first promised neutrality.
However, the Zimmerman telegram
revealed German attempts to attack the
US. The US then enters the war and
Germany is defeated. Most of Wilson's
14 Points for postwar policies were struck

Adolf Hitler and Nazi party came to
power, upset with the Treaty of Paris.
Desperate Germans were susceptible to
advocacy of anti-Semitism-leading to
military aggression and the Holocaust.
They were influenced by the U.S.

World Wari
1914-1918

World War II
1941-1945

down, except for the formation of a League
of Nations. Germany was tricked into
signing the Treaty of Paris which demanded
remarkable reparations and concessions.

Eugenics Movement: breeding "ideal"
people through the sterilization of
"inferior" people. War ended with
US atomic bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in Japan.

Korean War
1950-1953

A hot war of the Cold War period
and the Soviet Union in another
Korea was controlled by &,viet C
and South Korea by American f
ended in a stalemate. Korea is sti
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Continued from page 17
that the whole "War with Iraq" issue was big. Really big. If
my mother was bothered, I couldn't just sit back and leave
the thinking to the politicos and the serious types whose
hobbies are reading Mother Jones and watching Wolf Blitzer
on television.
If my mother had formed an opinion and even formulated
her own approach of handling the Middle East situation
(leave them alone and fix the economy first), I knew that I
had to stop playing dumb and decide where I stood in this
ISSUe.

Months have passed and I am no nearer towards a clear
picture of the war issue. Headlines this past year once
taunted and teased, its black letters screaming across the
pages, "America wants war BUT ... " or "U.N. says no
UNLESS ... "
Today's newspapers are no less ambiguous. " U.S.
Army General: We MIGHT have killed Saddam Hussein."
Obnoxious op/ed columnists continue to declare their own
views right and tell you what to think. Millions of protestors
around the world call for a time of peace while troops
persistently destroy Saddam's palace one by one.
Before the war, eloquent world leaders steadfastly declare
that the time is ripe for war. The kid with the scruffy hair and
tom jeans hands you a flyer, inviting you to a make-love-notwar poetry reading. Your favorite professor nearly convinces
you with her thoughtful and sensible-sounding arguments
that war is the way to go.
Now, world leaders fight over who can do what in the now
supposedly leaderless Middle East nation. Your now-not-sofavorite professor now tells you that Syria and North Korea
should be the next in line for tasting America's wrath. The
kid with the scruffy hair and tom jeans continues to insists
that lying down on the College Green in protest of the war
still makes a difference.
And that's just it. Simple as my mother makes it sound
and simple as President Bush makes it sound, the whole
issue is really quite complicated.
On that February morning, my mind swirled as I
swallowed my mother's version of politics, comparing it to
the countless other arguments that I have heard. If the issue

of going to war with Iraq was clearly black-and-white and
divided by a straight distinct line running right down the
middle, separating the hawks from the doves, I would not
have a problem deciding which side I was on, which side
was right. If someone could systematically list out the pros
and cons of the United States going to war, both you and I
would be able to make a wise and informed choice about the
whole issue.
However, we live in a world streaked with shades of
grays. Haunted by shadows of the past and blurred by the
uncertainties of the future, we reside in a reality that limits
our view with the immediate and blocks out the big picture.
We live in a world that still wears its scars from past wars,
with each day bringing fresh new wounds and hurts. We live
in a world bound by time, neglecting history and blind to the
future.
War is not simple. It is not a showdown between the good
guys and the bad guys. It is not a simple comic book plot
in which mighty Captain America swoops down from the
skies and saves the world from the evil forces that threaten
to destroy the world.
Yet, in a way, war is like a simple comic book plot. We
live in a world in which political and personal agendas come
to play. We live in a world where politicians like to say
one thing but mean another. We live in a world colored by
personal grudges; a world ruled more by dollars than sense.
Indeed, there might be evil barons out there plotting
for world dominion and economic might, relishing in evil
laughter and stopping at no obstacle in their quest to gain
power. History has taught us over and over again, the
painful consequences and horrifying injustice of letting a
small group suffer as the rest of the world watches, mouths
mute and hands idle. If there is one lesson to learn from our
heritage of oppression, it is that it is not okay to go about
our own business and ignore the machinations of corrupted
tyrants and dictators at work.
The complicated part is determining who's evil and who
isn't. What's more, the issue at hand may be not who is right;
it may be who is less wrong.
Continued on page 22

Another hot war of the Cold War Era
between South Vietnamese government
forces aided by the US and North Vietnamese
guerillas aided by the Soviet Union. It was
a long and dragged out war that resulted in
mass deaths and a cynical America.

Persian Gulf War
1991
period between the US
a:nother country. North
Sc 1viet Communist forces
rican forces. The war
a is still divided today.

Originated with Iraq's invasion and annexation of Kuwait
with Saddam Hussein declaring that Kuwait had been
illegally pumping oil form Iraq's oil field. The US and the
United Nations, appalled by the injustices delivered upon
Kuwait citizens, responded with military action.

ILLUMINATION

Continued from page 20
People, not machines, fight and suffer the consequences of
war. Sure, buildings are destroyed, the economy plunges but
ultimately humans suffer.
It is a breathing living being that flies a fighter jet plane, a
feeling thinking being that drives a tank. Limbs break when
landmines explodes, bones shatter when bullets fire. Bodies
bleed when flying shrapnel pierce the skin, hearts break
when news of a soldier's death comes in. Lovers mourn at
the loss of their soldier-sweethearts. Fathers weep at the rape
and mutilation of their daughters.
Win or lose, lives are lost. If we fight, soldiers perish and
civilians suffer. If we don't, tyrants rule and innocents die.
The war is almost over. But it is nowhere near the end.

People are still fighting over whether the war was the right
answer. People begin to debate if Saddam Hussein is dead or
if it matters. People will begin to debate on who gets to lead
Iraq, who gets to enjoy the oil and spoils. People will start to
wonder what next?
Meanwhile, I've gone back to my old TV-watching
habits, tired of keeping up with who is saying what, wary of
who is not saying what. I'm back to surfing pointlessly for
random stuff on the web, my mind glazed from the scrolling
down the endless texts analyzing today's global affairs. And
I've stopped reading newspapers; I don't want to get my
hands dirty from newsprint.

***
OPINION

The Muslim Anti-War Sentiment
by Swaliha Sarfaraz
Swaliha Sarfaraz is an International student from Pakistan. She is a Muslim.
It is easy with the constant pro-war propaganda
barraging us from the media to get caught up in the pro-war
ferwor. However, while many in the U.S. believe that the
war is right, many in the Muslim community believe otherwise. There is a sense of fear by Muslim residents towards
the current US policy. Many believe that the United States
should exhaust all diplomatic measures and options and
must not go to war unilaterally.
Yasmin Kabir, an adjunct faculty member at
Rochester Institute of Technology says, "I don't think
any war is just. It's a tragedy, and it's going to kill a lot
of people ... Americans, non-Americans, Muslims, nonMuslims .. .it's definitely is a tragedy. Any thing that can be
done peacefully should be done that way."
Twenty-three year old Maryam Razvi, a teacher at a
Rochester City School, says "You can count on the fact that
Saddam Hussein will not be hurt in any way, and that there
will be, again, millions oflraquis suffering for no reason."
It is important to realize that the Muslim's voice of
dissent against the war is not to side with Hussein. In fact,
the Muslim community expresses its support in a regime
change, and believes that he is a danger not only to the international community, but also to the Muslim world.
Many Muslims also believe that the United States
should support the United Nations to complete inspections
and not to rush into war. The administration should try the
regime change through peaceful means or covert operation
and spare the lives of innocent Iraqis and Americans.

There is a great emphasis that the United States
should allow Iraq to rebuild its government on its own if
such a regime change were to occur. Most importantly, the
U.S. should resolve the issue of the Israeli-Palestinian crisis,
a bloody thorn in the side of the Middle East. Until then,
they believe there will be no possibility of peace in that region and the invasion oflraq will not enhance the U.S. credibility in any way.
The Muslim anti-war sentiment echoes in the street
of our own country, as well as around the world. The most
popular voices of the millions of antiwar protesters assert
that no matter what benefit may come out of this war, it does
not outweigh the cost of so many innocent Iraqi people.
There is also concern that this war will only create more
U.S. enemies and further perpetuate the strong anti-American sentiment.
Countries already resent the fact that the U.S. has
been acting, and continues to act like the police force of the
world. If the Bush Administration is going after Iraq for its
weapons of mass destruction, then it should also go after
North Korea who has blatantly threatened America with a
preemptive strike.
Many other countries with known weapons of mass
destruction are more of a threat than Iraq. Not only have we
developed the most advanced and sophisticated weapons in
the world, we are the only country that has actually used a
weapon of mass destruction.
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The Art of Anti-War
By Fiona Lee
Throughout history, people have taken to the streets
to protest, brandishing placards and chanting slogans, going to
extremes to voice their opposition against the status quo. In the
1960s, ugly displays of blood and violence marred the Civil Rights
Movement. During the 1970s, the hippie movement had students
oppose the war in a state of hedonism and unabashed decadence.
In the early 21 " century, protestors of the war in Iraq have
chosen a different means to voice their protest - biting wit and
wicked humor.
The pictures below were taken at the anti-war rally in
Boston held on March 29, 2003 . The colorful placards that waved

through the air and the shouts that rang across the streets reflected
the underlying creativity and artistry oftoday's protestors. Indeed,
it is during troubled times that art is at its best, emerging in the
form of stinging satire and mocking intellect.
An estimated crowd of 15,000 gathered at the Boston
Commons and later proceeded to march through several major
streets in downtown Boston. Roads were closed to traffic and
the sidewalks were jammed with curious onlookers. The march
proceeded smoothly, with no incidents of violence and disruption
reported.
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The Incredible Edible Garlic
By Victoria Bay & Kristen Yu
Broccoli with garlic sauce, Italian garlic bread, Spicy
African chicken peanut soup, Ma Po Tofu, Greek Style
Shrimp, Spicy Thai Beef Salad, Spanish Rice. They all taste
different and are all foods from different cultures but they
have one common key ingredient - garlic.
The distinct pungent smell of a spear of garlic is probably
one of the most recognizable scents or odors, depending on
how you look at it. However, no one can deny its importance
in the kitchen and beyond - it gives food that extra
something, unseen though strong in taste and smell. Why
else would we still eat it even though we end up spending
our money on Listerine in order for us to get dates?
Garlic is actually a member of the Lily family. We know
that it is hard for many to associate the garlicky odor with
the fragrance of the Lily; if you think about it, however,
the smell of fried garlic is enough to whet many of our
gastronomic appetites while the fragrance of the Lily to
arouse our sexual appetites. That, on the other hand, is a
different issue.

to perform their back-breaking tasks. Herodotus, the Greek
historian known as the "Father of History," said that there
is an inscription of Egyptian characters on a pyramid which
actually records the amount of herbs, including garlic, that
were consumed by the laborers.
Garlic was also the Viagra of the ancient times Aristophanes used garlic to cure impotence. However it
does make one wonder how they even begin to "get it on." It
would take either a very tolerant woman or a woman with a
severely impaired nasal passage.
Garlic was also common in Rome, as the Romans
would swear by it's beneficial properties and feed it to their
gladiators before battles, believing that it would make them
brave on the battlefield.
It might have been true, considering the fact that they did
reign supreme until the 3rd century A.D. We get the sneaking
suspicion that their victories on the battlefield could partly
be attributed to their breath from the massive quantities of
garlic they consumed.

"Three nickels will get you on the subway,
but garlic will get you a seat"
Yiddish Proverb
The word Garlic itself comes from the French for spear
(gar) and the old English for leek (leac). Allium Sativum, its
scientific and ancient Latin name is derived from the Celtic,
which means hot or burning.
While it is difficult to trace the exact origins of garlic,
the plant is thought to have originated from ancient Russia's
Siberian Dessert, which once actually had a tropical climate.
The herb then spread to Asia, then to the Mediterranean and
finally to Europe.
The Chinese have been using garlic, known as the DaSuan since ancient times. It has become a crucial aspect in
cooking various dishes to enhance flavor, specifically with
oil before frying food. You can find garlic use in many spicy
Szechuan dishes as well as in Cantonese cuisine.
Despite its vast use in China, the country's dominant
religion of Buddhism actually forbids the eating of garlic.
According to Buddhist belief, it is one of the five strongest
foods Buddhists must avoid to prevent foul sores from
breaking out on their bodies. Nevertheless, garlic is still of
great importance to the Chinese.
The Ancient Egyptians also believed and valued the
powers of garlic. While working on the Egyptian Pyramids,
slaves were fed garlic in order to build stamina and strength
24

Roman soldiers also dedicated garlic to Mars, their god of
war. Pliny the Elder, a Roman naturalist claims the value of
garlic as having "powerful properties." Maybe George W.
Bush should propose that the U.S army consume more garlic
before going to war with Iraq.
The humble bulb is used in almost every kitchen across
the globe making it an international citizen of the culinary
world. The more juices and oils that are extracted from the
bulb, the more flavor is added to the food.
Pressing garlic through a garlic press will release the
most amount of flavor. Crushing garlic releases its pungent
flavor and natural juices. This method is used mostly for
sauces that require a stronger taste. For example, the French
commonly use it to cook beef.
Minced garlic is mostly used to flavor oils before food
is fried or sauteed. The Chinese have been using minced
garlic to fry with vegetables for ages. Slicing garlic provides
a lighter flavor since the pieces are bigger, making it less
likely to cook completely. These are all just a few ways
garlic can be prepared depending on the intended use.
Beyond the kitchen, the world is catching on to the healing
properties of herbs, and it wont be long before the healing
power of the Garlic is also made known. Garlic is a powerful
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antibiotic that does not destroy the body's natural bacteria.
The "stinky rose,"as known by many garlic lovers,
also helps to reduce blood pressure in hypertension,
lower bad cholesterol as well as raise helpful cholesterol.
Garlic has been shown to be a beneficial product when used
in the case of colds, infections, ear aches and has recently

been studied as a possible aid to help prevent cancer.
So, please never overlook the humble garlic again, as
there is more to it than the terrible smell on your fingers or
breath. After all, as the Yiddish saying goes, "three nickels
will get you on the subway but garlic will get you a seat."

***
Race Matters
Continued from page 13
"clustering" as I deem it, of minorities in Geneseo. In
classes that happen to have more than one or two minorities,
there is an inclination by these students to cluster in their
seating arrangement. This does not end in the classroom,
but extends into dining halls, libraries, and even to parties
and local bars. Some students, like Dan Lee, feel that not
only is Geneseo segregated, but that the small population
of minorities feel they need to stick together: "Participation
in class, I don't know, but segregation, YES. The one thing
I see in this school, is that Asians, we are really small in
numbers, and also African Americans, Hispanics, so like ...
we are closer to them. I don't think they'd [non-minorities]
understand ... you just go with your roots."
So, while segregation is perhaps a strong word,
the atmosphere of Geneseo is far from integrated. There
may not be overtly hostile discrimination or racism, but the

underlying sense by minorities tends to be an uncomfortable
one, explaining the preference of some students quoted to
remain anonymous. For those minorities who are most
comfortable with the Caucasian crowd, it is an even more
difficult situation. Straddling the race line without choosing
sides is hard to do.
To be fair, most Caucasian students are open minded and
accepting when it comes to different races and cultures. They do
their best not to offend and try to understand, as much as they
can, the difficulties of racial experience. Unfortunately, Geneseo
is not free from ignorance. Students with racist opinions, who
may or may not see them as such, continue to be prevalent.
Some feel there is little hope in breaking down the segregation
of races on campus. However, a first step at trying would be a
necessary realization, by Caucasian and minority students alike,
of one crucial idea: race matters.
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I have a dream

Martin Luther King Jr. Award Competition

Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr. attained national prominence by advocating a policy of passive resistance. In honor of his
contributions to the Civil Rights Movement, a competition was designed to give students an opportunity to voice their
thoughts on the subject of cultural pluralism in any form they wish, be it through visual art, the written word or performance
art. This is the first year this award is being offered at SUNY Geneseo, with the intention to continue it in years to come.
This competition was established by Creating Campus Community Involvement Program Assignment under Residence
Life, a division of Student and Campus Life. It was funded by the Vice President's Grant for Creating Community through
Diversity and CAS.
Three winners were declared this year. Bernard Valentin won the award for his short story, Vivrant Mix, Jacquelyn Weaver
for her art piece and Kristen Yu for power point presentation entitled The Life and Legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
The entries submitted each showed a unique perspective on Dr. King's legacy and personal responses to his life and works.
The following excerpts are from a selection of the entry submissions for this competition.
DREAM LIKE YOU
Original words and music by Andrea Garguilo and Jill ian Wach

One of our goals in writing this song was to create something enjoyable for people and carry with it a message that they can take home.
The first line of the chorus, "Who among us now could do it how you do" reflects a strong sentiment between us. It is meant to recognize
the fact that there are few in this world who could do the work of Dr. King. However, the rest ofthe chorus, "Your hopes are still alive
in a precious few ... There's people left here who dream like you," explains how his legacy and his aspiration for the future still inspire
people here to continue his line of work. While his dreams are still nestled in the back of our minds, there are few people here that can
bring those dreams to the forefront. But they do still exist, and we as citizens need to find them and bring them together, if ever we want
to accomplish something that we set out to.
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WOULD THERE HAVE BEEN A MOVEMENT WITHOUT
A MARTIN?
Essay by Kecia Boncek
When teaching African-American history one should be able
to learn about the many people "who were rarely recorded"
but actively involved in the movement. Of the sixteen people
who founded SNCC only five of those people are still alive
today. They died fighting the battles for equality but why are
their deaths not know of? Perhaps it is because their work
carried on because of the organization tradition. Would there
have been a Civil Rights Movement without Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.? I believe that Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s policy of
nonviolence helped to structure the movement in a positive
approach however, the movement would have still developed
and grown without his guidance

COLLECTION OF HIS INFLUENCE
Compilation by Gregory Stoneberg
The Civil Rights Movement brought itself national attention
with the Montgomery Bus Boycott, Lunch Counter Sit-Ins, and
Freedom Rides . This of course was one of its goals. Organizers
knew that if they could expose the evils of segregation and
white supremacy to the rest of the country, their overall goal of
extinguishing these awful practices would be more obtainable.
This early assumption helped to shape civil rights activists '
tactics, beliefs and action. These tactics took many forms.
Each of these forms resulted in varying degrees of success, with
some eventually becoming symbols of the movement.

THE TONES OF THE TIME
Essay by Tre 'Jerdon
From the beginning, leaders such as Dr. King instilled a sense
of nonviolent action in response to their oppression, but in
later years, still considering nonviolence as important, they
developed other actions that they hoped would readily achieve
results. Blacks knew that higher authorities seemingly ignored
their efforts, but even though they did become discouraged they
did not give up the struggle. As the movement progressed,
results became more evident in the black struggle, and although
individuals faced obstacles they were starting to gain results
from a change of an idealistic tone to tones of determination;
"my feet is tired, but my soul is rested" (Martin Luther King Jr.,
Carson ed., 224)
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short vivrant mix
By Ben Valentin
Winner of the Martin Luther King Jr. Competition Award
· kuh

that's right. it's time to spread our wings and leave the
water to the fishes. so come out on july 4th, on the steps of
our nation's capitol, startin' 12pm until all our people are
free! know wha' i'm sayin'? no more new prisons! "we be
comin' true and we be comin' hard on battlin' 3.16 em."

gurl, whaddya 'spect? ova and ova again they dont
listen to us!
say word. h-span 2 showed a panel at the harlem
book fair talkin' about the
future ofblakmerica, and the panelists missed the point.
yep.
and they were all blak males. forget the women.
you and i dont exist.
yep, i saw that.
they missed the point. one was verbalizin' about
the importance of"respectable art," and respectable art
doin' this and respectable art doin' that, readin' off a list
like it was some spoken word with the few people in the
audience noddin'. then this other guy changes the subject
and talks about how we need more blak enterprises, more
businesses to move us forward.
''palante, siempre, palante."
word. but no one linked the two together. even at
q and a someone asked what they thought about hip hop
and the panelists dodged the question.
yea-yea-yea, all the questions were asked first and
then came the answers. but then again, maybe they forgot.
forgot? there's no forgettin'! cuz they didn't care!

chek.

and that's the weather! back to you, marya.
according to fbi sources, at yesterday's july 4th's
hip hop protest-turned-riot in washington d.c., the twelve
agrarian suicide bombers did not randomly disbursed
themselves amid the crowd. the terrorists, dressed in plain
clothes, actually stood in the formation of a large cross.
me and my granddaughter were sitting right there,
under that tree, whenkuh

these are me brothers and sisters we're talking
about. that's why we're having this conference, people.
blak brits have to recognize that their struggle here is
interlocked with those of the ogoni people. it's the same
struggle. our government still supplies arms to the nigerian
dictatorship for all the ounce of oil they have left. here
we are on the oxford stage discussing the state ofblak
nationlism in britain when instead we need to re-assess
pan-africanism!
but, reverend, we gotta focus on ourselves first.
what!
we gotta strengthen blak nationalism first.
you didn't hear what i said!
they're putting blak brits and blak americans in the
same prisons in the bottom of the atlantic ocean. it's no
accident that the majority of those prisoners are blak men!
and they're also throwin' in more arabs, even christian
arabs, for whatever reason they find or make up!
it's all connected. pan-africanismand the french and even the russians want part
of the action! they wanna have their own shared ocean
prisons in competition with the u.s. and brit's. see, it's
cheap having prisoners assemble everything from bolodiscs to shells for lazer bombs!
hello? mic check? it's all connected!

chek.

hey, professor, other than coming to the annual
juneteenth picnic in harlem on a great day and meeting nice
people, i got a question ...... what came out of last year's hip
hop summit?
well, son, i've been trying to get whip to speak
at one of our community meetings, but, you know, when
you're dealing with someone involved with many thingssure, such as producing music, having a fashion
line and a magazine, holo-gramming, and now two
hiphoperas on broadway, and now he got his new family.
yes, precisely. but it's hard to steer someone with
too many focuses towards politics.
kuh

copy, this is eyezl, representin' dark maddus, and
i'm challengin' all you surfers out there to join me and
other hip hop hedz from around the globe to protest the
buildin' of more prisons in the bottom of the atlantic ocean!

chek.
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step out the car.
what did i do?
step out the car slowly.
okay, officer. ........... now what's wrong?
you think you're a celebrity?
what? man, forget this.
turn around, boy.
what-unhh!!!

whoo!! yeah-h!! let' em recognize!!
chek/

gurl, ya' heard?
what i'm tryin' to study for my econ exam.
a prison guard killed eyez 1!
ohmyGod!

chek.

this is ridiculous. my mother served this country
as a soldier on the battlefield helping to take over iraq and
iran, and you're telling me that me and my family can't get
on this ferry and visit the statue of liberty?
i'm sorry, sir. right this way, ma'am, watch your
step.
this is overt racism.
right this wayit's all cuz we blak!
sir. it's only temporary. talk to that commando
over there.

chek

professor.
yes.
the cia just shot a nigerian-russian rapper named
"fl.ow-r" in battery park!
yes, yes, i know.
she had Iazor bombs strapped to her chest and was
heading for the statue!
i know. i know. and whip is having a press
conference at six.
where? i wanna go.
it's in benin, london, england. a prominent blak
community.

boom

marya, what am i'm to do? they framed eyez and
threw him in the ocean! he didn't hit that trooper. he was
stopped for driving too slow and they hit him.
well, we can't live like this, whip. because you
produce his music, they've been calling and threatening to
rape and kill me and the baby!
we have extra bodyguards.
what?!. ..... no, that's not what i'm talking about...i
know you don't believe in God, but i know God will
make sure we're okay, but we can't be sitting here doing
nothing ... and you-in matter of fact, we-have to and
we will push this movement forward, even if it means our
death. come and think of it, just sit right here on this bed.
i 'll push this forward my myself.
nah. we'll doing this together.
boom
not in our global name
will we have systems put people to shame
'cuase in our global name
will the golden beast be maimed.
not in our global name
will we play the silent game

kuh

for centuries, artists have done a better job than
politicians in cultivating the world. then again, one can
say politicians are also artists themselves-artists of
manipulation, of denial, of creating comfort zones for the
few. but the kind of artists i'm referring to are those who
are unafraid to make society question its different systems
of knowledge. as far as my part in this phenomenon, i
don't encourage killing. i don't encourage suicide. i don't
encourage exploitation. but as a producer, i encourage all
of us to protect the divine rights of everyone on earth. you
know what they are- to live peacefully, to speak freely, and
etcetera, and etcetera .......
whip, ... seeing how you're the new voice of your
people, you mind explaining why the hip hop music you
and others produce led to eyezl 's routy behavior in prison
and fl.ow-r's self-hatred as a woman?
excuse me?
and as a profiteer, why do you shame your fellow
blak men and women?
whoa, hold upand should art use your people or your people use
art?
excuse me, my young brotheryou' re not excused, my american guest.

'cause in our global name
will all voices speak ... the same.

boom
Continued on page 30
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Continued from page 29

s-c-u-m. scum! what did i tell you? it's all
connected!
amen!
oh, they messed up now!
that's right!
this church was not built so we can be caught up
with "me-ism" ... now there's nothing wrong with praying
for healing or for time and even financial management, but
that's secondary.
amen!
"me-ism" is secondary.
go on.
but what's primary is service and risk and sacrifice
in the name of God!
alleluia!
life on earth is temporary. so now on earth, we
are to love God first and then love others before ourselves.
we're not just in a world crisis but also a spiritual crisis!
pan-africanism is not just pan-africanism; it's paneverybody! the african descent is at the very bottom. lift
up the african, rise all the marginalized!
alleluia! preach on!
we are God's vessels! we are his arms and legs!
and with his heart, and with his mind, and with his strength,
our brothers and sisters will be set free from the ocean! for
in psalm 18:16, when all the powerful nations were against
him, david wrote and sang,: "He reached down from on
high and took hold of me; He drew me out of deep waters."
amen! sing praises!! alleluia!!!
now, ...... let me tell you about hip hop .. .

no one's goin' to wait anymore.
true.
not for any politician, not for anyone in the record
biz, not anyone period.
true.
we got people all ova the world protestin' and
riotin' and even settin' offbombs at
government buildin's and embassiesword, it's the media fault for ignoring all those
"not-in-our-global name" eventsyea-yea-yea, those were madd peaceful. i came
across their site on the holonet.
on the same day last month, the first saturday, from
haiwai to new york, they had a rally
in every state.
yep, and in different countries, too. hedz were
represtin' from brazil, italy, to japan.
gurl, y'know it's so crazy, they just came out wit
h-span 3!

chek.
good morning, this is marya lima with breaking
news ... ex-correctional officer for ocean
prisons, adrian matejka, has just step forward to inform
newsweb that ocean prisons began using prisoners to drill
for oil in the bottom of the atlantic ocean.
i felt it was my duty as a human being to quit my
job and inform the world about this
dangerous program, and that, when i was there, there was
a rumor from one of the prisons that water male-function
killed the lives of several prison trainees and fellow
officers . ..
in regards to matejka's claims, we go live to a press
conference with white house official
wes kennison.
mister matejka has made some claims that we are
unaware of, as wells as some claims
that we can confirm. we have, in partnership with britain,
begun a project with ocean prisons to extract oil from the
atlantic. the program is a double win for us as we try to
preserve our way of life and for rehabilitating prisoners
who want to prove themselves as honorable citizens in the
united states or in britain. but as far as the official reports
we received from ocean prisons, the program has been safe,
and will continue being so.
and mister kennison, sir, what is the name of this
project?
well, tentatively, we refer to the project as a sharedcorrectional-undersea mining.

boom.
the grass is bloody- unh- the grass is bloody!/
wail, "whut?!"
the grass is bloody- unh- the grass is bloody!/
wail, "whut?!"
the grass is bloody-unh-the grass is bloody!/
wail, "whut?!"
blades-redda than the sea!
wing span whip the man/ harda than whip as we
fan/ a new plan/ wi' e'vry woman and man/ and child./ we,
buckwild, defile/ the locks 'tween the docks an' jam the dig
of the pig-wham!/ clock' em to spam!/ big,/ we can,/ as
one vivrant thang,/ God's woman, God's man/ and God's
child, one pan-/africa, prevail/ as we wail,/ resurrected from
the ocean of hell-

the grass is bloody-unh-the grass is bloody!/
wail, "whut?!"
the grass is bloody- unh- the grass is bloody!/
wail, "whut?!"
the grass is bloody- unh- the grass is bloody!/

kuh
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boom.

wail, "whut? I"
blades-redda than the seal

whip, you didn't say it was going to be a hunger
strike.

kuh

don't worry, reverend.
don't worry?
you said you wanted to work with me so trust me.
you guys over in england can tell everyone right away it's
going to be a hunger a strike, but i'm more about bringing
the biggest crowd.
don't give me that. you gave me your word.
and here's my word: on the d.l., the who's who
in the music biz and the different leaders of activist
organizations understand that the sit-down is going to turn
into a hunger strike, and if any portion of the crowd wants
to leave after seeing who's dedicated, they can leave. you
hear what i'm getting at, rev?
yes, i hear; my phone's working just fine.
God made me a marketing genius.
but out of respect for God, let us know over here
what's up. this way, whip, we're all speaking on the same
page.
. ..... alright.
kuh

the president issued a statement today demanding
quote all lawful citizens to remain home as police continue
to pick up dangerous rioters end quote. however, to all the
courageous rioters out there, i say, ... "all power to you."
what, what is she doing?!
i believe marya's raising her fist, sir.
cut-cut to commercials! i said cut to comerboom.

well, the reverend in england called me saying he
wants to work with you. he's been telling his congregation
how long since slavery de jure, the black church was the
source of activism beginning with the first arne church in
1777; and bringing up dr. king with the sclc and malcolm
x with the nation of islam, and how their legacies in the
civil rights movement here in the states affected the lives
of everyone in england; but now, as he told his church, the
hip hop community is the primary source ofblak activism,
where the energy of the youth congregates.
and what exactly does he want me to do with him,
professor?
he asked me to tell you, whip, to help stop the
rioting, bring everyone to the shoresbah! to the shores?
and that's not all.
what?
and once there, protest against ocean prisons by
sitting down, and having an international hunger strike.

wow, professor, the media's here, and they even got
holos showing the sit-down in england.
huh, interesting.
yea, and there are different drum circles. that one
over there has people freestylin' with homeboy on the
dijeridoo making hip hop sounds.
boom.

well, officer, it's been a while since whitesand bay
has seen this many blaks.
yar one crazy reverend i say.
who has one crazy father.
heh, indeed. indeed.
the best part-along with a police force now
knowing how to be nice to us-we got a lot of people here
from other nations.
almost like woodstock in america.
or like the south street seaport. hopefully.

kuh

gurl, ya heard what whip and marya lima said on
the holo?
yea they're buggin'. no one's goin' go for that.
everyone in the hip hop biz will.
word? well, then i'm there. but where's there
again?
for us? for us here in the u.s., everyone's comin' to
the south street seaport.
even those from the west coast?
yep. and those in england are going to whitesand
bay.
now that's gonna be crazy. what did the president
say?
ifpeople stop riotin', he stop arrestin'.
word. so we're just gonna sit there? that sounds
dumb ...... hell, i'm there.
me too.

boom
be like the moon,
reflect the son!
be like the moon,
reflect the son!
Continued on page 32
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own wifeor rather God speaking through me who was made
to stand next to you.
...... amen.

Continued from page 13
be like the moon,
reflect the son!
as you can see behind me, with a closer shot from
the holocam, protestors here are sharing a chant started
moments ago by protestors in england.
reflect the son!
let's go over to elizabeth and see how are things
over there.
thank you, sam. here in whitesand bay, things have
been rather smooth and peaceful, except for the chant you
hear and the occasional sound checks from the stage.
and out of curiosity, elizabeth, over here at that the
south side seaport we have members of the nation of islam
working with nypd to ensure safety. is anything like that
happening over there, some kind of two-fold security?
well, yes, sam, the reverend has garnered support
from the nation of islam uk who are working closely with
local police for the same kind of"two-fold security" you
just mentioned.

chek

yep ...... true dat ... easy is as easy does ... the snipe
is aimed perfectly at the
podium ...... yep, they never learn and here we go again in
circles ...... well, they're a strong people. they got leaders
willing to die for them, or those leaders are just plain old
stupid ...... yep, i'm ready. i see'em, i see'em coming to the
platform ...... aight ...... your call, sarge.
chek

thank you. thank you for this warm welcome. i'm
marya lima, ex-anchorwomanwhoa// yea! show'em, gurl!!
and i'm afro-brazilian!
whoa! I I yeahh! I
and that's why i married her. heh heh.
and, of course, most of you here and in englandyeahh/ I I whoa! I
they're also hyped over there. most of you here
and in england know my husband whip.
whoa! I ee-yeah! I free-dom! free-dom! I freedom! I I free-dom! I I I free-dom! I I I I
before ... before marya and i ... introduce the
reverend, ... we want to thank everyone for
coming out today and being a part of"2 shores/ 1 world."
and we want to talk about the importance of this historical
and simultaneous gathering here in the u.s. at new york
city's south street seaport and in england at whitesand bay.
what we have here is not just "a gathering of the tribes"-

boom

gurl, he's really speakin' on stage or he's just a holo
from whitesand.
as an african, born and raised fighting in rwanda,
actually, he's a holo, and heee's cute.
my mother and i fought the regime
he sure is.
knowng that the legaciaes of saro-wiwa and
lumumba and wamba
probably 18 like us.
and tubman and king and malcolm
that's why i'm studyin' abroad!
and guevera and zapata and toussaint, to name a
few,
aaha, let's get closer.
and of their grass root communities, shall be
remembered and prolonged until great
mutallove and respect for everyone is universal.

scrrrrraaaatch

before ... before marya and i ... introduce the
reverend, ... we want to thank everyone for
coming out today and being a part of "2 shores/ 1 world."
and we want to talk about the importance of this historical
and simultaneous gathering here in the us at new york city's
south street seaport and in england at whitesand bay. what
we have here is not just "a gathering of the tribes"whip, one of the projectors just blew out! and your
holo at the seaport is off!
what? i paid for the best!
i dunno know, man, i'm checkin' the tele-disc.
damn. she tried telling me about abraham, but i
was all about the babywhip, i see a lot of people runnin' around yellin'.
damn, let me see.

chekl

honey, i 've been looking for you.
i've been in this tent praying.
and crying. are you okay? ...... you're doing a great
job here.
so why do i feel like a fool? i'm no dr. king. i'm
not in controland neither was dr. king. he didn't make any
movement. if anything it was the community and even
they were not in control. it was God.
and here i am a reverend being ministered by his
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boom

seaport, or has been here this entire time, he's rushing to
the stage, and now he's being held back and restrained by
security.
whip, .... .. it's too late.

sam, ... can you tell us about the commotion?
yes. apparently, what we thought was whip was
actually his holo that instantly
vanished while his partner, marya lima, fell to the ground.
no!!!!!!
the emergency medical team have just rushed to the stage
as security are holding people back and asking everyone to
remain calm.
***
... wing span whip the man/ harda than whip as we
sam, we over herefan/ a new plan/ wi 'e 'vry woman and man/ and child./ we,
yes, elizabeth.
buckwild, defile/ the locks 'tween the docks an 'jam the dig
sam, we over here at ocean bay are very concerned,
of the pig- wham!/ clock'em to spam!/ big,! we can,/ as
and just now the reverend, if you can
one vivrant thang,l God's woman, God's man/ and God's
hear behind me, on stage asked everyone to also remain
child, one pan-/africa, prevail/ as we wail,/
calm, and asked that if anyone believes in prayer to start
praymg.
resurrected from
great idea, elizabeth, on the reverend's part. even
the ocean of
the crowd here is beginning to ask "what's happening?"
hell ...
"where is whip?" "why isn't he here?" and "why has
marya"- excuse me, elizabeth, whip has just arrived at the

AUTHOR'S NOTE

As both a great writer and a great orator, Dr. Martin Luther King helped create world change by linking
the grassroot activism of the African-American community nation-wide with increase intellectualism and
performance presentation. In this respect, the legacy of this Nobel Peace Prize winner is one of the precursors
of Hip Hop's great potential for positive domestic and world-wide changes. Currently, and increasingly so,
members of the hip hop community are working closely with different activist agencies (i.e. NAACP, "Artist
Against Aids World Wide", "Rap the Vote", "No More Prisons", and "Not In Our Name") and politicians (i.e.
Hillary Clinton and H. Carl McCall). Last June, within a year of his first ever hip hop summit, music mogul
Russell Simmons called forth a few celebrities and 60,000 music fans and activists to support the Teachers
Union in front of New York City Hall. Previously for nine months, the Teachers Union has been asking the city
for a raise. A week after the event the mayor finally granted the teachers their request. This recent political reawakening, not seen by mainstream America since the Civil Rights era, inspired my speculative I science fiction
piece, short vivrant mix.
Even though this fast paced melodrama reads more like a radio play than a short story, short vivrant mix raises
questions about the state of social activism among the African-American community; the hip hop community
replacing the black church as the main influence on youth and young adult social action; the marginalized voice
of women and minorities; the privatization of prisons; the culture of domestic and international protests; what is
considered "respectable art" versus commodity; the fear of individuals using their social status in order to fulfill
the doctrine of social responsibility; Black nationalism versus re-assessing Pan-Africanism; the competition of
first world governments for the largest control of oil supply; and the interconnectedness of all these issues. short
vivrant mix is more of a reflection of our current domestic and international atmosphere than a prediction of what
lies ahead in the future.
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By Emily Telfer

Memories
Your body moved like grace,
and with it your sweet scent.
And I can't breathe without ·
Now I can't live without it.
I yearn to feel your hands upon my
holding, embracing, caressing the life
into my body,
to my toes, to my fingers, to the tips of my
Fill my soul;
Please,
Take this pain away.
Take this far, far from my reach.
Tears aren't temporary.
They last forever:
-every drop - a scar
-every drop -a memory
same.
My touch"'~'>'~""'"''
becomes you,
and your gracenu1
becomes mine.
Eyes in sync,
blink,
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